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1. Choose a Product

New + Improved Personalization:  
Personal Gifts as Easy as 1-2-3 

Look for the  for products that can be personalized!

Browse our catalog for beautiful, high-quality wood and slate products that 
have been designed to be functional, sustainable and timeless – for you and for 
generations to come. 



Questions? Call 800.451.6118 

1 Letter Monograms

Personalized Designs

2 Letter Monograms 3 Letter Monograms

2. Choose a Design Monograms and Personalized Designs can be Laser-Engraved or Carved.  
Choose your design by style number and our simple form will walk you through the rest of your order.

101 102 103

104 105 106

107 108 109

201 202 203

204 205 206

207 208 209

301 302 303

304 305 306

307 308 309

401 402 403 404 405 406

407 408 409 410 411 412

Custom messages also available.  Contact us for details. Fax orders to 802.362.5472 or email to wholesale@jkadams.com.

3. Place Order Fill out the form and your order will ship in  
3-5 business days.

Carved
Carving adds real depth to your monogram or design. 
These gifts are guaranteed to impress and will be 
cherished for years to come. Not available on slate.

Engraved
Images are laser-engraved onto the surface of 
wood or slate – instantly creating a beautiful and 
meaningful gift.
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Personalization Display Sets
We’ve taken the guesswork out of personalization -- for you 
and your customers – so selling personalized cutting and 
serving boards is easier than ever!  These pre-merchandised 
sample displays give you one, two or three personalized 
samples of our best-sellers to display handsomely in your 
store. Our Two-and Three-Product Display Sets each come 
with our signature tiered display stand, made to display two 
or three products. Our Single-Product display stand (opposite 
page) comes with a tent-card sign as shown. Substitutions are 
allowed by phone. Call Customer Service 1-800-451-6118.

  

Store Display Made Easy!

Two-Product  
Display Set A

Features one each 
of our most popular 
Maple and Walnut BBQ 
Carving Boards (BBQ-
2014 and BBQ-2014-W) 
personalized as shown.

Two-Product  
Display Set B

This winning 
combination of wood 
and slate features our 
best-selling Maple BBQ 
Carving Board (BBQ-
2014) and Charcoal 
Slate Server (VSR-1612) 
personalized as shown.

Three-Product  
Display Set C

Add our beautiful 
Artisan Maple Server 
(ART-PLNK) to Display 
Set B and you’ve got 
our three best-sellers in 
one tidy display. Each is 
carved or engraved as 
shown.

Three-Product  
Display Set D

If you want the beauty 
of walnut in the mix, 
just add our gorgeous 
Royalton Walnut Server 
(RYL-1810) to Display 
Set B above, and you’ve 
got an impressive trio 
sure to attract your 
most discriminating 
customers.  Each is 
carved or engraved as 
shown.

Our tiered display stand 
comes with our new 
personalization guide 
and order forms.
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Take the guesswork out of personalization!

Our single-product stand 
comes with a tent sign, our 
new personalization guide 
and order forms.

Single-Product Display A 
with ART-PDL

Single-Product Display B 
with HUD-2008 Single-Product Display C 

with GRFT-2012

Single-Product Display E 
with NOR-2006

Single-Product Display D 
with VSR-1212

Single-Product Display F 
with FARM-2014

Single Product Display Stand & Sign 
This sturdy display stand can accompany any JK Adams 
personalized product you choose. To make that choice 
easy, here are our recommendations, personalized as 
shown. Each comes with a single-product Display Stand 
and tent-card sign as shown.
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Porter End Grain Board
Beauty in simplicity of form and in the richness 
of American Walnut. This board can go from 
counter to table without missing a beat. With 
a slimmer profile than most end grain boards, 
and undercut handles for ease of use, this 
is sure to become a customer favorite. The 
gorgeous walnut tones will only deepen with 
use. Walnut with a clear teak oil finish.  Carving only.

POR-1712-WAL  17” × 12” × 11/2”  Undercut handles fit a  
small plate for easy prepping!

POR-1712-WAL

NEW
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Artisan Collection  
Each Artisan board is sanded and distressed by hand to create a 
beautifully worn finish that provides heirloom quality from day one.  
Maple with an Artisan teak oil finish.   

ART-MIRR   Mirror 14” × 10” × 5⁄8”
ART-OVAL   Oval 14” × 8 1/2” × 5⁄8”
ART-PLNK   Plank 20” × 6” × 5⁄8” 
ART-PDL   Paddle 17 3⁄4” × 11” × 5⁄8”
ART-13R   Server 13” Round × 3⁄4”
ART-2414   Server 24” × 14” × 5⁄8”

ART-MIRR ART-OVAL ART-PLNK

ART-2414

ART-PDL

ART-13R
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Vintage Illustrations: On the Farm 
Our Vintage Illustrations Collection features four customer-favorite 
serving pieces, each adorned with beautifully engraved vintage 
artwork. With 15 designs in all, each available on all four pieces, our 
newest designs feature four favorites from the farm: Rooster, Cow, 
Pig and Honeybee. All designs shown are available on all boards 
shown above. Natural slate or Maple with an Artisan teak oil finish. Slate pieces have cork 
feet and should not be used as cutting boards.

Bee  SKU-BE Pig SKU-PG

Cow  SKU-CW Rooster SKU-RS

VSR-1205  -BE  -CW  -PG  -RS 12” × 5”

VSR-1212  -BE  -CW  -PG  -RS 12” × 12”

ART-PLNK  -BE  -CW  -PG  -RS 20” × 6” × 5⁄8”

MCB-RECT-ART  -BE  -CW  -PG  -RS 11” × 6” × 1/2”

   

Vintage Illustrations:  
4 Best-Selling Products, 15 Beautiful Illustrations

NEW

MCB-RECT-ART-PG

MCB-RECT-ART-PG

VSR-1205-RS

VSR-1212-CW

ART-PLNK-BE
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MCB-RECT-ART-CS

VSR-1205-AS

VSR-1212-MO

MCB-RECT-ART-GR ART-PLNK-CR

Vintage Illustrations: Food & Wine
Customer favorites, re-imagined. Vintage country kitchens make 
everything taste better. Now they make everything look better, 
too. Seven detailed designs on four customer favorites. All designs 
shown are available on all boards shown below. Natural slate or Maple with 
an Artisan teak oil finish. Slate pieces have cork feet and should not be used as cutting boards.

Asparagus SKU-AS Grapes SKU-GR

Cheese SKU-CH Morel Mushroom SKU-MO

Carrot  SKU-CR Wine Bottle SKU-WB
Cork Screw SKU-CS

VSR-1205       -AS  -CH  -CR  -CS  -GR  -MO  -WB 12” × 5”

VSR-1212       -AS  -CH  -CR  -CS  -GR  -MO  -WB 12” × 12”

ART-PLNK       -AS  -CH  -CR  -CS  -GR  -MO  -WB 20” × 6” × 5⁄8”

MCB-RECT-ART       -AS  -CH  -CR  -CS  -GR  -MO  -WB 11” × 6” × 1/2”

ART-PLNK-WB

VSR-1205-CH

NEW
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MCB-RECT-ART-SS

VSR-1205-PB

ART-PLNK-EL

VSR-1212-SL

Vintage Illustrations: Winter Outdoors
We’ve found a way to brighten up the darker days of winter! 
Welcome our Winter Outdoors Collection: four detailed, wintry 
drawings engraved on four of our best-loved pieces. All designs 
shown are available on all boards shown above. Natural slate or Maple with 
an Artisan teak oil finish. Slate pieces have cork feet and should not be used as cutting boards.

Sled  SKU-SL Snowshoe SKU-SS

Elk  SKU-EL Pine Branch SKU-PB

VSR-1205  -SL  -EL  -SS  -PB 12” × 5”

VSR-1212  -SL  -EL  -SS  -PB 12” × 12”

ART-PLNK  -SL  -EL  -SS  -PB 20” × 6” × 5⁄8”

MCB-RECT-ART  -SL  -EL  -SS  -PB 11” × 6” × 1/2”

   

ART-PLNK-EL

NEW
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VSR-1205-SE

MCB-RECT-DN

KITCH-1508-CH

Cityscapes Collection
Four boards and eight cities mean so many possibilities.  
Drawn by a local Vermont artist, these Cityscapes are sure to bolster 
hometown (or new town) pride. Natural slate or Maple. Slate pieces have cork feet 
and should not be used as cutting boards. All designs are available on all servers shown.

Boston SKU-BO Philadelphia SKU-PH

Chicago  SKU-CH San Francisco SKU-SF

Denver SKU-DN Seattle SKU-SE

New York SKU-NY Washington, DC SKU-DC

VSR-1205-NY

APT-1405-BO

VSR-1205 -BO -CH -DN -NY -PH -SF -SE -DC 12” × 5”

APT-1405 -BO -CH -DN -NY -PH -SF -SE -DC 14” × 51/2” × 1/2”

KITCH-1508 -BO -CH -DN -NY -PH -SF -SE -DC 15” × 8” × 3⁄4” 

MCB-RECT -BO -CH -DN -NY -PH -SF -SE -DC 11” × 6” × 1/2”

APT-1405-DC

NEW
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Royalton Collection
Looking for the perfect gift for a friend or family member who  
loves to entertain?  You don’t need to look any further than our 
Royalton Collection.  The rich dark tones and grain patterns of 
Walnut provide the perfect canvas for personalization.  
Walnut with a clear teak oil finish.  Perfect for carving.

RYL-14R    14” Round × 3⁄4 ”
RYL-1810   18” × 10” × 3⁄4 ”
RYL-1813   18” × 13” × 3⁄4 ”

RYL-1810

RYL-14R

RYL-1813
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GRFT-2507

GRFT-2710

Grafton Collection
An entertainer's dream! These sleek boards, so smooth to the 
touch,  come in three sizes to suit all of your serving needs. American 
Cherry with a clear teak oil finish and dark burnished edge. 

GRFT-2507   25” × 7” × 1” 
GRFT-2012   20” × 12” × 1”
GRFT-2710   27” × 10” × 1” 

Hudson Collection
Sweeping contemporary lines of this collection add style to any 
gathering. Walnut with a clear teak oil finish.  

HUD-1807   Hourglass – 18” × 7 ¼” × 3⁄4”
HUD-2008   Oval – 20” × 8” × 3⁄4” 

HUD-1807

HUD-2008

GRFT-2012
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Pomfret Collection
Crafted from Rustic Walnut from the Pacific Northwest and  
finished with our exclusive Whitewash finish, these serving boards 
provide a unique backdrop for your favorite artisanal cheeses and 
meats. Natural knots and cracks add vintage character. Available in 
four sizes, including our favorite, the 36" banquet board, and our 
new Lazy Susan option. Rustic Walnut with a Whitewash teak oil finish.  

 (Carving and Engraving, except engraving only on the Lazy Susan)

POM-1714    17” × 14” × 3⁄4 ”
POM-1810    18” × 10” × 3⁄4 ”
POM-3608    36” × 8” × 3⁄4 ”
LS-18-WHT   18” Round Lazy Susan

POM-3608

POM-1714 POM-1810

LS-18-WHT

Lazy Susan
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1761 Collection
Dorset, Vermont, the town we call home, was incorporated in 1761. 
This collection honors that year, and the talented craftspeople who 
have shaped our community since its founding. Ash with our exclusive 
Driftwood teak oil finish.  Classic brown leather strap.

1761-ONE  23 3⁄4” × 19 ¼” × 5⁄8” 

1761-TWO  23 3⁄4” × 10” × 5⁄8”

1761-THREE  20 1/2”  × 16”  × 5⁄8” 

1761-FIVE  18 1/2”  × 14 1/2” × 5⁄8”

1761-SIX        15 1/2” × 8 1/2” × 5⁄8”

1761-SEVEN  20” × 6” × 5⁄8”

1761-EIGHT   15” × 11” × 5⁄8”

LS-18-DRFT   18” Round Lazy Susan

1761-THREE 1761-FIVE

1761-SIX

1761-SEVEN

1761-EIGHT

1761-TWO1761-ONE

Lazy Susan

LS-18-DRFT
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Norwich Collection
Beautiful and versatile, these Walnut and Maple servers 
make every appetizer or lunch spread look even more 
delicious. Walnut or Maple with a clear teak oil finish.  

NOR-1608-M  16 1/2” × 8 1/2” × 5⁄8”  
NOR-2006-M  20” × 6” × 5⁄8”
NOR-1608-W  16 1/2” × 8 1/2” × 5⁄8”
NOR-2006-W  20” × 6” × 5⁄8”

NOR-1608-M

NOR-2006-M

NOR-1608-W

NOR-2006-W
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Coastal Collection
Designed in Vermont by mountain-dwelling lovers of the sea, our 
Coastal Collection features rope edging and dock cleat handles on 
the round tray and Lazy Susan for an extra splash of fun. Ash with a 
Driftwood teak oil finish.

COAST -18LS   18” Round Lazy Susan
COAST-14R   14” Round × 1”
COAST-BUOY   18“ × 7” × 5⁄8” 
COAST-WHL   23 3⁄4” × 10” × 5⁄8” 

COAST-18LS

COAST-14R

COAST-BUOY

COAST-WHL
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Coupe Appetizer Plate
The refined shape of these plates is sure to impress at your next party - now in 
finishes to complement any home. The Maple Coupes are perfect for personalization. 
North American Ash and with a Driftwood teak oil finish or Maple with a clear teak oil finish.  

APT-1405-DRFT

APT-905-DRFT

APT-1405-DRFT 14” × 5 1/2” × 1/2” 
APT-905-DRFT 9” × 5 1/2” × 1/2”
APT-1405-M 14” × 5 1/2” × 1/2”  Engraving only.
APT-905-M 9” × 5 1/2” × 1/2”  Engraving only.

APT-905-M

APT-1405-M
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Maple Cheese Boards
Perfect for small bites with a big impact. Our Maple Cheese Boards make great single-servers and are ideal for personalization! 
Maple with an Artisan teak oil finish or Maple with a mineral oil finish.  Engraving only.  

MCB-RECT-ART 11” × 6” × 1/2”
MCB-RND-ART 11” × 8” × 1/2”
MCB-RECT 11” × 6” × 1/2”
MCB-RND 11” × 8” × 1/2”

MCB-RECT-ART

MCB-RND-ART

MCB-RECT

MCB-RND
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Lazy Susan Collection
Our Lazy Susans spin with smooth, ball-bearing swivels atop bases 
padded to prevent scratches and slipping, and feature a gentle 
recess underneath and a smooth bull-nosed edge. Our Artisan 
Collection is made from North American Maple with a warm, teak 
oil finish, and is accented with thin grooves. Our Walnut Collection 
shows off the rich tones and dramatic grain pattern of North 
American Walnut and is finished with a semi gloss lacquer finish. 
Our Ash lazy susan features a Driftwood finish to complement our 
1761 Collection. The Rustic Walnut lazy susan has a Whitewash finish 
to complement our Pomfret Collection. Our distinctive Charcoal 
Slate lazy susan makes a great impression on any table.   

VSS-12  12” Round Slate   Engraving only. 

LS-18-WHT   18” Round Rustic Walnut  Engraving only. 

LS-18-DRFT   18” Round Ash
LS-14-ART    14” Round Artisan   Engraving only.

LS-18-ART    18” Round Artisan   Engraving only.

LS-14-WAL   14” Round Walnut
LS-18-WAL   18” Round Walnut

VSS-12

LS-18-DRFTLS-18-WHT
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LS-14-ART

LS-18-ART LS-18-WAL

   Our Artisan, Whitewashed and Slate 
lazy susans look great engraved!

Owls Head Coffee Grinder
Make your daily grind a little more fun with our coffee mill featuring 
an adjustable, ceramic burr grinder and solid maple cap. The jar 
included in the set can hold up to 20 tablespoons of ground coffee. 
The mill can screw on to most mason jars to make storage even 
easier. Includes a cork coaster to help keep your grinder in place.  
Made in Vermont. Glass from USA. Grinder imported.

COF-GRND-UG   Coffee Grinder 10” × 7” × 4”

LS-14-WAL
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APT-20

APT-11

APT-8

Appetizer Tray Collection
This trio of shallow nesting trays is perfect for serving olives, 
crostini, crudités, or any small bites to your guests.  
Maple with a mineral oil finish.

APT-8   8” × 4” × 3⁄4”
APT-11   11” × 4” × 3⁄4”
APT-20   20” × 4 1/2” × 3⁄4”

Trilogy Collection
This fun collection of cheese servers will be the talk of your next 
book club. Featuring: The Art of Charcuterie, Food for Thought, 
and Moveable Feast. Maple with a teak oil finish.

TRIL-SET   small 7 3⁄4” × 8” × 1/2” 
medium 8 3⁄4” × 8” × 5⁄8” 
large 9 3⁄4” × 8” × 3⁄4”

TRIL-SET
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SML-GNKO

SML-OLIV

Small Plates Collection
These petite plates are perfect for slicing fruit and serving 
appetizers. Finished with natural images etched into the wood.  
Maple with a mineral oil finish.

SML-GNKO   Ginkgo Leaves 9” × 5” × 5⁄8”
SML-OLIV   Olive Branch 7” × 7” × 5⁄8”

MID-SQ

MID-LOAF

MID-TOO

Middlebury Boards
These petite, lightweight boards are 
ideal for simple kitchen and bar tasks 
such as slicing citrus and chopping 
herbs. Maple with a mineral oil finish.  
  Engraving only.

MID-LOAF   Loaf 10” × 6” × 1/2”  
MID-TOO   Tooth 8 3⁄4” × 5 1/2” × 1/2” 
MID-SQ   Square 9 1/2” × 9 ¼” × 1/2”

Wood Conditioners
Preserve your wood boards, salad bowls 
and kitchen tools with our food-safe wood 
conditioners. The easy-to-apply mineral 
oil and beeswax bring luster to any wood 
surface and ensure a lifetime of enjoyment.

MO-8   Mineral Oil  8 fl. oz. 
BW-06  Beeswax  6 oz.

BW-06 MO-8
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Novelty Collection
These whimsical boards are a fun way to present your favorite appetizers. Lightly distressed Maple with an Artisan teak oil finish. Heart is Maple with a Golden teak 
oil finish. Baseball is Maple with clear teak oil finish and food-safe milk paint detail. Football is Cherry with a clear teak oil finish and food-safe milk paint detail.   

NOV-RSTR   

NOV-CHIC      

NOV-BEAR   

NOV-BBALL   

NOV-FBALL   

NOV-BISON 

NOV-COW   

NOV-HEART

NOV-PIG   

NOV-WHL   

NOV-APPLE    

NOV-USA   

NOV-BARREL   

NOV-COW-MINI   

NOV-SHEEP-MINI   

NOV-PIG-MINI   

NOV-GOAT-MINI   

NOV-BBALL NOV-FBALL

13" × 13 ¼ “ × 5⁄8”

13" × 12 3⁄4” × 5⁄8”   

14" × 9” × 5⁄8”

12” Round × 3⁄4”

15" × 9 1/2” × 3⁄4”

14“ × 9” × 5⁄8”

14” × 10” × 5⁄8”

12 3⁄4” × 13“ × 5⁄8”

14” × 9” × 5⁄8”

15” × 8” × 5⁄8”

11 1/2” × 14” × 5⁄8”   

15” × 10” × 5⁄8”

7 ¼” × 11 ¼ “ × 5⁄8”

10” × 5 3⁄4” × 5⁄8”

9 3⁄4” × 7 3⁄4” × 5⁄8”

10” × 6” × 5⁄8”

10 1/2” × 8 ¼” × 5⁄8”

NOV-HEART

NOV-APPLE NOV-USANOV-BARREL
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NOV-RSTRNOV-CHIC
NOV-BEAR

NOV-PIG

NOV-WHL

NOV-BISON

NOV-COW

NOV-COW-MINI NOV-SHEEP-MINI NOV-PIG-MINI NOV-GOAT-MINI    Novelty Boards are perfect  
for personalization!
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Charcoal Slate Collection
The darkest of our slate collections, Charcoal Slate 
comes in all previously mentioned sizes as well as a 
riser. All items in this collection have cork feet.  Engraving only.

VSR-HEX   11 3⁄4” × 10 ¼” 
VSR-OVAL   12 1/2” × 8 1/2” 
VSR-11RND   11” Round
VSR-808   8” × 8”
VSR-1205   12” × 5”
VSR-1212   12” × 12” 
VSR-1612   16” × 12”
VSC-4SQ-C   4” × 4” Set of 4 coasters
VSRS-1906   19” × 6” × 1 1/2” Slate Riser

Strata Slate Collection
With contrasting light and dark gray tones, natural 
edges, and cork feet to protect your tables, the Strata 
Collection is a favorite for gorgeous presentation.  
Not for use as a cutting board. All items in this collection have cork feet. 

 Engraving only.

VSR-HEX-STRATA   11 3⁄4” × 10 ¼”
VSR-OVAL-STRATA   12 1/2” × 8 1/2”
VSR-11RND-STRATA   11” Round
VSR-808-STRATA   8” × 8” 
VSR-1205-STRATA   12” × 5”
VSR-1212-STRATA   12” × 12”
VSR-1612-STRATA   16” × 12”
VSC-4SQ-STRATA   4” × 4” Set of 4 coasters

Sea Green Slate Collection
This beautiful slate with green tones will become 
your most stunning new neutral. Perfect for any 
home. Not for use as a cutting board. All items in this collection have 
cork feet.  Engraving only.

VSR-HEX-GRN   11 3⁄4” × 10 ¼”
VSR-OVAL-GRN   12 1/2” × 8 1/2” 
VSR-11RND-GRN   11” Round
VSR-808-GRN   8” × 8”
VSR-1205-GRN   12” × 5”
VSR-1212-GRN   12” × 12” 
VSR-1612-GRN   16” × 12”
VSC-4SQ-GRN   4” × 4” Set of 4 coasters

HEX

OVAL

11RND

808

1212

1612

1205

4SQ 
 Set of 4 CoastersRiser

Only available in Charcoal

Charcoal 1212

Sea Green Hex

Strata Oval
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Sea Green Round Sea Green Oval

Strata 1612 Strata Hex

Charcoal Hex Charcoal 1612
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Turnabout Board
Classic, functional, reversible. This board features an indented side 
to cradle while you carve, and a flat side – both sides feature an 
ample juice groove. The extra thickness on this board provides 
greater stability while carving.  Maple with a mineral oil finish.  

TBS-2014   20” × 14” × 1 ¼”

The cradle holds your turkey  
or roast in place

TBS-2014

The flat side provides  
ample cutting space

TBS-2014 
back

America’s Test Kitchen  
& Cook’s Illustrated

BEST
WINNER

CARVING BOARD
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Extra thickness
adds greater stability.

Double-SidedDouble-Sided

Ample juice groove holds  
½ cup of liquid.
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Extra thickness
adds greater stability.

Pour Spout Board
A new take on our classic Turnabout Board, this reversible board  
adds a pour spout and a pooling well that make it easier to collect 
meat juices. Maple with a mineral oil finish.  

PSB-1612 PSB-2014 back 

Pure Function
Our pooling well and  
pour spout (on both sides) 
make collecting those tasty 
meat juices easier than ever.

PSB-2416

AWARD-WINNERS!
America's Test Kitchen and Cook's Illustrated rank our boards #1. Go to jkadams.com to see the video!

America’s Test Kitchen  
& Cook’s Illustrated

TO P
WINNER

CARVING BOARD

PSB-1612   16” × 12” × 1”
PSB-2014   20” × 14” × 1”
PSB-2416   24” × 16” × 1”

Double-SidedDouble-Sided Ample juice groove holds  
½ cup of liquid.

The cradle holds your turkey  
or roast in place
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Walnut Carving Board
Our Walnut Carving Boards are as comfortable on your table as 
they are in your kitchen. Crafted from rich walnut, they include an 
ample juice groove and silicone feet that will protect your counter 
and table. Walnut with a clear teak oil finish.

CRV-2014-W   20” × 14” × 1” 
CRV-1813-W   18” × 13” × 3⁄4” 

CRV-2014-W

CRV-1813-W

Traditional Carving Board
The deep, routed grooves of this carving board slope into a large 
well to collect those delicious meat juices. Maple with a mineral oil finish. 
Available with or without stainless steel spikes. 

TCB-2014-S   Spiked Board, 20” × 14” × 1 ¼”  
TCB-2014   No Spikes, 20” × 14” × 1 ¼”  

TCB-2014

TCB-2014-S (spikes)

Available with or  
without stainless 

steel spikes.
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MOR-18R-C

Cherry Chunk Boards
These very thick and durable boards with their handsome  
block pattern will become the center of attention in your kitchen. 
End grain construction helps to preserve knives. Cherry with a clear teak 
oil finish.  

CNK-1212-CH   12” × 12” × 2 1/2”
CNK-1616-CH   16” × 16” × 2 1/2”

MOR-2015-C

CNK-1212-CH CNK-1616-CH

Porter End Grain Board
Beauty in simplicity of form and in the richness of American 
Walnut. This board can go from counter to table without missing 
a beat. With a slimmer profile than most end grain boards, and 
undercut handles for ease of use, this is sure to become a customer 
favorite. The gorgeous walnut tones will only deepen with use. 
Walnut with a clear teak oil finish.   Carving only.

POR-1712-WAL  17” × 12” × 11/2”  

Undercut handles fit a  
small plate for easy prepping!

POR-1712-WAL

Morgan Collection
Long the gold standard for serious cooks, end grain carving boards 
are known for their superior durability, excellent cutting surface, 
and stunning presence in the kitchen. This collection features 
beautifully sculpted handles for maneuverability, juice groove and 
silicone feet to provide non-slip protection for your counters. Available 
in Cherry with a clear teak oil finish.  

MOR-2015-C   20” × 15” × 2 1/2” 
MOR-18R-C   18” Round × 2 1/2”
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BBQ-1612

BBQ-2014

BBQ-2416

Maple BBQ Board
A perennial best seller, this board will become your go-to for 
summer entertaining. Featuring undercut handles, an ample flat 
surface, and a wide juice groove. Maple with a mineral oil finish. 

BBQ-1612   16” × 12” × 1”
BBQ-2014   20” × 14” × 1”
BBQ-2416   24” × 16” × 1”
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Walnut BBQ Board
Our best-selling BBQ Board also comes in rich Walnut.  
Perfect for personalization, it makes a beautiful and lasting 
wedding or housewarming gift.  Walnut with a mineral oil finish. 

BBQ-2014-WAL   20“ × 14” × 1”

BBQ-2014-WAL
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Vermonter Collection
This collection was created with a serious BBQ chef in mind.  
These large cutting surfaces are ideal for cutting up a few racks  
of ribs or steaks after a great day spent outside with friends. This 
sleek collection features handled grooves and non-slip silicone feet. 
Maple with a clear teak oil finish. 

VT-2015   20” × 15 × 1 1/2”
VT-2416   24” × 16“ × 1 1/2”
VT-3017   30” × 17“ × 1 1/2”

VT-2015

VT-2416

VT-3017

Our Largest
Carving Board!
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Vermont Grill Stone
The Vermont Grill Stone is our favorite way to grill a fresh caught 
trout or a delicate filet of salmon, keeping the fish moist and in one 
piece.  Made of natural basalt rock, its small volcanic pores perfect-
ly distribute heat, making an excellent grilling surface for veggies, 
seafood, small bites and more. No more falling through the cracks! 
Just lay it on the grate when you fire up your grill, brush with a little 
oil and it will heat up quickly and retain its heat. The clean-up is the 
best part: the Grill Stone naturally cleans itself in the heat of the 
fire. Simply flip the stone over prior to the next use and let the fire 
clean your grill stone for you.

J-GRILLSTN-1606   16” × 6” × 7⁄8”

FARM-2014-HDL

FARM-2014

Farmhouse Collection
This is a customer favorite for everyday carving, chopping and 
slicing. These boards have a large cutting surface and a generous 
juice groove that makes clean up easy. Durable and lightweight. 
Maple with a mineral oil finish. 

FARM-2014-HDL   20” × 14” × 3⁄4”                
FARM-2014   20” × 14” × 3⁄4”

NEW
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Pro Classic 2.0
We had an “aha!” moment with our beloved Pro Classic board and added a tech slot to hold your smart phone or tablet in place.  
This fresh twist allows you to reference online recipes or stream media while you cut, chop, slice and dice like a pro. Made of 1” thick  
solid maple, this sturdy, reversible board is the first choice of kitchen professionals.  Maple with a mineral oil finish. 

PRO-1208   Small, 12” × 8” × 1” (no tech slot) 
PRO-1612   Medium, 16” × 12” × 1”
PRO-2014   Large,  20” × 14” × 1”

PRO-1208 

(no tech slot)

PRO-1612

PRO-2014

NEW
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Takes Two Boards
Keep your kitchen organized with these two-sided boards.  
Branded icons let you know which side to use for meat and  
which side to use for vegetables. Maple with a mineral oil finish.

TWO-1208   12” × 8” × 3⁄4”
TWO-1612   16” × 12” × 3⁄4”
TWO-2016   20” × 16” × 3⁄4”

TWO-1208

Everyday Board
Your go-to board for everyday prep, 
chopping, carving and slicing. Maple with a 
mineral oil finish. 

BB-1509-N   15” × 9” × 3⁄4”

BB-1509-N

TWO-1612

TWO-2016

KITCH-1714

KITCH-1508

Kitchen Collection
Function is the name of the game with these simple boards that are 
designed with utility and beauty in mind. Maple with a mineral oil finish. 

KITCH-1508   15” × 8” × 3⁄4” 
KITCH-1411   14” × 11” × 3⁄4” 
KITCH-1714   17” × 14” × 3⁄4”

KITCH-1411

Mini Boards
These small, slim, yet sturdy Maple boards are perfect 
for small kitchen tasks, in your home bar to prep that 
perfect cocktail garnish, or to take along on  picnics or 
tailgates. Maple with a mineral oil finish.

MINI-RECT   7 1/2” × 5” × 5⁄16”
MINI-RND   5 1/2” Round × 5⁄16”

MINI-RECT

MINI-RNDQT-1

Q-Tee Boards
The Q-Tee board is a Vermont tradition dating 
back more than half a century. This sweet, 
nostalgic board is perfect for slicing fruit or 
cheese. Maple with a mineral oil finish.

QT-1   7 1/2” × 4” × 1/2”

VERMONT 

CLASSIC

The best kitchen prep boards in the business, from PRO to Mini.
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Gourmet and Baking Pins
Made with waxed hardwood barrels, these affordable  
pins have a full-length steel axle that runs through  
self-lubricating nylon bearings, guaranteeing a lifetime  
of smooth rolling. 
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Our Artisan 24×14 
board shown here 
makes a perfect baker's 
board for rolling out 
dough (see page 7).

GRP-3

GRP-4

BRP-1

BRP-3-RED

GRP-3  Gourmet Roller  2 3⁄4” dia. × 12” barrel (21" overall)
GRP-4  My Favorite  2 3⁄8” dia. × 12” barrel (21" overall)
BRP-1  Home Roller  2 1⁄8” dia. × 10 1/2” barrel (18" overall) 
BRP-3-RED  Mini Roller  1 7⁄8” dia. × 7” barrel (14 1/2" overall)
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GRP-3  Gourmet Roller  2 3⁄4” dia. × 12” barrel (21" overall)
GRP-4  My Favorite  2 3⁄8” dia. × 12” barrel (21" overall)
BRP-1  Home Roller  2 1⁄8” dia. × 10 1/2” barrel (18" overall) 
BRP-3-RED  Mini Roller  1 7⁄8” dia. × 7” barrel (14 1/2" overall)

Lovely Rolling Pins
For rolling perfect pie crusts, cookies, fondant and more, look no 
further.  These innovative, easy-to-use pins roll dough to a uniform 
1/4” or 1/8” thickness every time. That’s why they’re our best-sellers! 
Developed by our friends at Chicago’s Lovely: A Bake Shop.  

LOVELY-1   24” × 1 3⁄4” dia. × ¼” dough thickness
LOVELY-2   24” × 1 3⁄4” dia. × 1⁄8” dough thickness
LOVELY-3   18” × 1 3⁄4” dia. × ¼” dough thickness

Patisserie Rolling Pins
Our Patisserie Rolling Pins feature precision steel ball bearings, a 
smooth waxed barrel and finely crafted handles. This is the perfect 
pin for the passionate baker.

PAT-1   2 3⁄4” dia. × 15” barrel (24 1/2" overall) 
PAT-2   2 3⁄4” dia. × 12” barrel (21 1/2" overall)

Dowel Rolling Pins
Our original and award-winning Dowel and French Rolling Pins have 
been a favorite of bakers for generations. We offer two diameters in 
our French pin line. 

PRP-2  Plain Dowel  19” × 2” dia.
FRP-1  French Dowel  20 1/2” × 1 3⁄4” dia.
FRP-2  French Dowel  20 1/2” × 1 1/2” dia.

Our rolling pins are top-rated by  
Cook's Illustrated.

PRP-2

FRP-1

FRP-2

PAT-1

PAT-2

LOVELY-1

LOVELY-2

LOVELY-3
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MWR-B12-DRFTMWR-B12-N MWR-B12-PG

Wine Storage Racks
Our modular racks are infinitely (and easily) expandable and  
each comes with extra joining pins to allow for additional  
racking. These racks have become mainstays for amateur and 
serious at-home wine collectors. North American hardwood in Natural,  
Natural with painted black pins (Penguin), and Natural with Gray Finish and painted  
black pins (Driftwood).

MWR-B12-N 12 bottle, natural
MWR-40-N 40 bottle, natural
MWR-B12-PG 12 bottle, penguin
MWR-40-PG 40 bottle, penguin not pictured 
MWR-B12-DRFT 12 bottle, driftwood
MWR-40-DRFT 40 bottle, driftwood not pictured 

Our wine racks are modular:   

the only limit to perfect wine 

storage is your imagination!
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WSR-1324

WSR-1025

Stemware Racks
Our hardwood stemware racks keep your wine glasses 
safely stored and easily accessible.  Available in hanging 
and under cabinet mounted versions. North American hardwood 
with mineral oil finish and imported hardware.

WSR-1324   13” × 24” × 14”  holds up to 24 stems
WSR-1025   10” × 25” × 2”  holds up to 18 stems

MWR-40-N
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Hanging Bar Pot Rack
Ideal for small kitchens or apartments, this rack includes hardware  
that suspends the rack at a convenient height from a standard 
eight-foot ceiling. Installation hardware and hooks (imported) 
included. Maple. Available in two lengths with a metallic-gray or natural Maple finish. 
Must be suspended from solid wood.

PR-36   Natural, 36”  6 pot hooks; not pictured
PR-36-GRY   Gray, 36”  6 pot hooks
PR-20   Natural, 20”  4 pot hooks

PR-36-GRYPR-20

Wall-Mounted Pot Rack
Store your favorite pots and pans on this convenient, wall-mounted 
rack. The rack has a six-inch wide slatted shelf for display and 
storage, and 6 pot hooks. Hardware included. Available in  a metallic-gray or 
natural Maple finish, with imported hardware. Must be installed into solid wood. 

PRW-01   Natural 36” × 11” × 8”
PRW-01-GRY   Gray 36” × 11” × 8”

PRW-01

PRW-01-GRY

Pot Rack Accessories
Our nickle-plated metal pot rack accessories can be used on all 
of our pot racks. Extension hooks in 4- and 8-inch lengths let you 
customize height. Utensil hooks are designed to hang from the 
metal grid and ends of the Hanging Oval Pot Rack. Imported.

PR-HK-02   4” Pot Hook, set of 2
PR-UT-02   4” Utensil Hook, set of 2
PR-EX-04   4” Extension Hook, set of 2
PR-EX-08   8” Extension Hook, set of 2

Hanging Oval Pot Rack
Hooks and a sturdy metal grate will hold your entire pot collection 
along with lids and kitchen utensils. The rack arrives assembled  
with installation instructions, hardware and hooks (imported).  
Maple. Available in two lengths with a metallic-gray or natural Maple finish. Must be 
suspended from solid wood.

PRC-02-N   Natural 39” × 13”  6 pot/4 utensil
PRC-24-N   Natural 24” × 13”  4 pot/4 utensil; not pictured
PRC-02-GRY   Gray 39” × 13”  6 pot/4 utensil
PRC-24-GRY   Gray 24” × 13”  4 pot/4 utensil; not pictured

PRC-02-N

PRC-02-GRY

PR-HK-02PR-UT-02PR-EX-08 PR-EX-04
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Toast Tongs 
A JK Adams original design, these wood tongs make it easy to grab 
hot toast or bagels straight from the toaster. Maple. 

TT-1M   Toast 6 1/2” × 7⁄8”      

PSF-1306

Spice Carousel
JK Adams designed these racks that have set the standard for 
convenient spice storage. The hardwood carousel spins on ball-
bearing swivels and includes 3 1/2 oz. glass bottles, white screw-on 
caps, snap-on sifters and round washable labels. Maple with a teak oil  
finish. Spices not included. 

CSL-32-SM    32 bottles 8” × 8” × 11 1/2” not pictured
CSL-48-SM   48 bottles 8” × 8” × 16”

Spice Jars, Sifters and Labels
Have a spice rack but need jars and labels? Choose from 16 or 48, 3 
1/2” ounce bottles with caps and sifters. We also offer self-adhesive 
round or rectangular label sets, lids and sifters.

BCS-16   16 bottles, caps & sifters
BCS-48   48 bottles, caps & sifters
CS-48   48 white caps & sifters
LBL-30   30 round, blank white labels
LBL-60    54 round printed &  

6 blank white labels

TT-1M

A handy magnet keeps 
the tongs attached to your 

toaster.

PSS-1006

Plate Display Stands
Use our Plate Display Stands to showcase your fine china and 
everyday dinnerware. They also function as drying racks and 
organizers for your pot and pan lids. Maple with a mineral oil finish.

PSF-1306   Flat 13” × 6” × 5” holds six pieces
PSS-1006   Slanted 10” × 6” × 9 1/2” holds four pieces



Wood Conditioners
Preserve your wood boards, salad bowls and kitchen tools with 
our food-safe wood conditioners. The easy-to-apply mineral 
oil and beeswax bring luster to any wood surface and ensure a 
lifetime of enjoyment.

MO-8   Mineral Oil  8 fl. oz. 
BW-06  Beeswax  6 oz.

BW-06 MO-8

Wood is good! 
Built to last a lifetime, our beloved wood cutting boards, bowls 
and utensils can, in many ways, tell the story of our lives. 
Always at the center of what going on in our kitchens and 
setting a beautiful stage for our meals, these enduring culinary 
tools are our trusted culinary companions. With just a little 
TLC, they will reward us for a lifetime. All you need is a good 
food-safe mineral oil for regular upkeep, and for that extra-
special tune-up and protection, a good buffing with beeswax. 
Here’s how, in 3 easy steps:

Wash & Dry
Always wash a cutting board with warm soapy water, rinse 
thoroughly, and towel dry. Then let it stand upright, never flat, 
to dry thoroughly. (Never leave wood soaking or submerged in 
water, and certainly never in the dishwasher).

Mineral Oil
Wood gets thirsty. You’ll notice, when the board begins to dry 
unevenly or becomes rougher to the touch, that it’s time for 
a quick application of food-safe mineral oil. Frequency will 
depend on how often you use the board, but as a rule, we 
suggest once every 2-3 weeks. A couple tablespoons at a time, 
pour the oil onto the clean, dry board and use a lint-free cloth 
to rub the oil along the grain of the wood, just enough for an 
even coating overall. Allow it to absorb, ideally overnight, then 
wipe off any excess. Doing this will keep your board beautiful 
for years.

Beeswax
For an extra measure of protection and a rich, brilliant luster, 
nothing beats an application of beeswax. Beeswax and Mineral 
Oil work in tandem as the ultimate healthcare regimen for 
wood. While mineral oil is designed to penetrate and feed the 
wood, beeswax gives the surface a healthy sheen, an extra 
measure of water- and stain-resistance and helps to retain the 
moisture provided by the oil. Apply beeswax about a teaspoon 
at a time, using a lint-free cloth to rub the wax into the grain 
of the wood, then finishing with a circular buffing motion to 
bring out a gorgeous shine.  

With this little bit of care and feeding, 
your beautiful wood boards, bowls 
and utensils will, like a good friend, get 
better with age. 
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MCB-1106-R

MCB-1106-M

Monogrammed Cheese Board Gift Sets
The beautiful set features an 11” x 6” Maple Cheese Board and a 6” solid stainless 
steel spreader, wrapped in a clear gift bag and tied with a grosgrain ribbon. This is an 
easy, lovely grab + go gift for any hostess or holiday party. Maple with a clear teak oil finish. All 
Monograms available in packs of 4.

Top 16 Monograms (included in Gift Set Program):   A, B, C, D, E, G, H, J, L, M, N, P, R, S, T, W 
Additional Monograms (packs of 4 only):   F, K, O, Y

MCB-1106  11” × 6” × 1/2”    

Gift Set Program
Our full Gift Set Program includes:

• Beautiful + free display tower

• 64 boards (four each of Top 16 Monograms), each  
with a solid stainless steel knife

• Sets are wrapped in clear gift bags and tied with  
grosgrain ribbon

Additional Letters and Reorders

• Add monograms F, K, O, Y and/or replenish Top 16  
in single-letter packs of 4. 

• Minimum reorder will be a case pack (4 pieces) of  
any one letter

• Reorders ship within 48 hours

1430 Route 30    •    Dorset, Vermont 05251

Wholesale
800.451.6118
Fax 802.362.5472
wholesale@jkadams.com

Retail
866.362.4422
retail@jkadams.com

jkadams.com

BEST SELLER!




